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Bauer’s views on vicious c;rcles, the ‘widening’ gap between rich and poor countries, central 
planning, foreign aid and the appeal of Marxism in less developed countries are ?ummaris;,d. 
There is a discussion and summary of an appropriate analysis of the issues mised by Bauer. 
Attention is concentrated on the evidence related to a ‘widening” gap, the potential failures of 
the price mechanism and the effects of foreign aid. It is suggested that Bauer’s analysis is 
supc&cial, even though this may also be true of some he criticises, and that the case for aid 
remains strong. 

1, Introduction 

Professor Bauer’s views are widely seen by aid lobbyists as damaging to their 
position. The analysis and work on which these views are based are probably ies5 
well known. We have recently had the opportunity to gain a broad perspective 
on Bauer’s writings since he has collected over twenty of his essays, written 
during the nineteen-sixties, into one volume Disse~~t or1 development.’ The 
purposes of this paper are to give a sur*-“7 lllllLLly and alppraisal of Bauer’s main 
arguments and then to review the case for aid. 

We begin with a summary of Bsuer’s views. As the title implies, the Look con- 
sists largely of an assault on, what he sees to be, the -prevailing orthodoxy. He 
also speculates on the origin of vzrious economic doctrines as he tries to under- 
stand the motives of those who pur the arguments he finds so objectionable. 

The second part of this paper is devoted to an appraisal of Bauer’s argumerats. 
This does not mean that we attempt t.o decide, for each issue, whether B:lger or 
those he criticises is right. The r,:asons are as follows. Many of the arguments 
that are commonly advanced for the positions Rauer attrlcks are wesk.. Tl?e 
problem is that Bauer’s attacks arc often inconclusille because their target is 

“Editor’s /lotr: Professor Bauer has agreed to reply to this review in a future isjuc. 
**I am grateful to A. Atkinson, J. Bhaqwati, R. Dean, P. Dcsai, P. Diamond, J. Knight, M. 

Lipton, I. Little, J. Mirrlees, K. Schott, 1-I. Singer, E. Stamp ~3 J. StiglitL for helpful comnlents 
on an earlier draft and to Frank Field, the Director of U.N.A. (G.B. aad N.1.) for suggesling 1 
write this review. 

‘Bauer (11971). 
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some of these arguments and not the policies tremselves. The appraisal, there- 
fore, takes ,the following form. We first give our own view of how an analysis of 
the relevant issue or pollicy should proceed alrd, where possible, outline the 
conclusions from such an analysis. Vie can then evaluate Bauer’s discussion and 
(occasionally) the case that has hitherto been ofL?red for the position he opposes. 

The discussion of the case for aid follows similar lines, but is separated into a 
third section since it may be the main concern of some readers and rests on some 
of the concilusions of the previous appraisal. 

At times the analysis is conducted at a level more detailed than that of Bauer 
for he concerns himseif with grand issues - natably planning versus the free 

market - and deals in generslisations. But theoretical generalisations need 
specific hypr theses and careful argument, and empirical generalisations an 
appropriate discussion of the relevant data. Barer subjects few of his statements 
to these tests. 

2. Summary of Bauer”s book 

The first part of the book is ton ideology and experience and deais with the 
notions of the vicious circle of poverty and the widening gap between rich and 
poor countries, the cases for central planning and foreign aid, and the appeal of 
MarxGm in less developed countries. 

Bauer argues that the existence of vicious circles is refuted by examples of 
countries that have advanced rapidly and some that are advancing rapidly (for 
example, on p. 34, hie quotes the statistic that the GNP per head of Latin 
American countries as a whole grew by 2.4 % p.a. over 1945-55 - faster than for 
the U.S.A. over the same period). On the ‘gap’ he argues that spurious statistics 
have been used, that there hc s been little analysis of the ratio of per capita incomes 
in rich and poor countries and that over-aggregation has allowed the slow 
progress of countries such as India and Indonesia to mask the rapid advance of 
such countries as Japan, Thailand, Kenya and those in Latin America. He 
suggests that the vicious circle and the gap are ruses for promoting aid. 

He attacks those who would argue that comprehensive planning is indispen- 
sable for progress with examples o f countries that have progressed with little 
planning. According to Bauer, planning results in concentration of power, the 
stifling of initiative and the diversion of potentially creative energy into unpro- 
ductive politics. The dem.:nds of consumers are ignored and resources mis- 
allocated. The claim that planning is essential for development is motivated by 
poiitical bias and the search for power. 

Foreign aid, hl2 suggests, is neither necessary nor sufhcient for development. 
Some countries’ ‘economies have grown rapidly without aid, whereas others have 
progressed ploivyl>i while receiving much aid. Aid promotes a sense of dependence 
on others which damagci initiative. Pt leads to attitudes, policies and institutions, 
of?en ~~~~~~s~er~~~ from donor to recipient coLIntl*ks, which are harmful to develop- 
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ment; for example, foreign-style universities and a lack (of concern with balance 
of payments difficulties. Since aid is a free gift from outside, it is more likely to be 
squandered by the recipient than funds borrowed from outside or raised by 
domestic saving. He suggests that if the ability to use aid beneficially were really 
present then loans could be raised and repaid without difficulty. 

UNCTAD and Raul Prebisch come under fire for their argument that the 
export earnings of poor countries have an inherently low growth potential and 
thus aid is necessary for foreign exchange. Bauer claims that balance of payments 
problems are usually of a country’s own making and that export possibilities are 
often much better than is yretencled. 

He also devotes some space to the moral and political arguments. Aid, he says, 
is an admission of responsibility for the backwardness of the recipient countries 
when no such responsibility exists. In support, he ar;oues that the most backward 
countries are those wit5 the least external contacts. There can be no moral uplift 
to be gained from aid since it is a compulsory transfer of the taxpayers’ money. 
It is often regressive in i;he sense that the resources of the poor in rich countries 
go to the rich in poor countries. He claims that the poverty of potential recipient 
countries should not be a criterion for aid since such arguments can lead to 
peculiar conclusions. For example, if poverty is the criterion one would advocate 
an increase in aid to governments that expel groups whose productivity is above 
average, thereby reducing average incomes. Against those who would suggest 
that aid is in the long-run interests of rich countries, since it averts a potentially 
explosive situation if the ‘gap’ becomes very wide, he argues that military 
interests are not served by helping potential opponents. 

Hi5 last main theme is the appeal of Marxism in p:lor countries. He attacks 
suggestions that little OT no progress was or can be made under colonial regimes 
with examples of rlpid progress drawn from West Africa, which he compares 
with the slow growth in the economies of Ethiopia and Liberia. The return to 
private capital and the incomes of expatriates are not extracted from others but 
are payments for services of factors of production. Markets were not ‘captured’ 
by the colonising countries since free trade policies were often adopted (e.g., by 
Great Britain). Marx himself paid tribute (in the Manifesto) to the dynamic 
potentialities of capitalism in backward societies, and it is the Leninist literature 
with which Bauer takes special issue as he believes it tries to resctie the unfulfilled 
predictions of Marx by erecting spurious notions of thr capitalist e:<:>loit:ltiorl of 

poor countrie s. In his customary exercise of trying to up&stand how anyone 
could be attracted by views opposite to his own he says (p. 162) ‘Humnnit::rran~ 
and social reformers particularly need people who cm be classified $ausibl: :I\ 
helpless victims of causes and conditions beyond their control’. 

We can summarise the first part of the book on ‘Ideclogy and Expcricnce ad. 

thereby, Bauer’s views as a whole as follows. The argunnents of those (ilotahi), 
Myrdal and UNCTAD) who advocate aid and conaprc4~ensive planning to brc;:!~ 

out of the vicious circle of porn--ty and C!J 1 ze the ‘pp’ ill-e VagUe, ~lliSlC~~dii1~ Or 
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wrong. .Mternaliveljr, Bal;zr argues that the primary> causes of material advance- 
ment are the energy and initiative of the people and that these are best channelled 
through the free p1a.y of market forces unhindered by governments, whether 
local or foreign. The main role of government should be the supply of a back- 
ground of services l;o.r the proper operation of tl;e market. 

The second part of the book, o:n case studies, is intended to document with 
examples the views advanced in the first section. The third part contains a 
col’8ectien of review articles and the attacks of the first section are repeated. The 
attacks tz&ke the form of reviews of books containing the opinions under fire and 
are interspersed with occasional praise of books closer to Bauer’s ,own position. 

3. An appraisal 

‘We now turn to a critique of the arguments summarised above. The 
discussion of each issne follows the pattern outlined in the introduction: the 
description of the requirements of., and, where possible, a summary of and some 
conclusions from, a worthwhile analysis of the issue; followed by a comparison 
with Bauer’s offering and, froin tilme to time, some comments on the arguments 
put by the proponents of the positioals Bauer attacks. We examine the topics in 
the same order as the:y appear in the sun;mary of Bauer’s book. 

We deal first, however, with a metAodologica1 error which runs through the 
whole book. The fault lies in Bauer’s method of attacking generalisations. When 
we test a generalisation in the social sciences we are usually trying to tell whether 
a statement is broadly true and not whether it holds in every case.2 One is not 
justified, therefore, in claiming that a generalisation isdestroyedby the production 
of a few counter-exa.mples. It is true that many of those whom Bauer criticises 
make their claims too categorical, and his criticism of this aspect of their argu- 
ments is justified. Bauer talks at some length, however, of the standards of 
argument required in serious academic discussion. One would have hoped, 
therefoie, that he would have concentrated his analysis on whether the statements 
uilder examination were valid in a statistical sense or, if he felt that specific 
statistical tests were difficult to construct, whether the balance of evidence 
pointed one way or the other. In the latter case examples can be useful. They 
must be used, however, in 2 manner which makes a genuine attempt to balance 
the evidence. In other words, one should try to straddle the spectrum of possible 
examples to evaluate ..vhether, and in what ways, the examples being used are 
representati\.e for the issue under discussion. Ideally one would like a combina- 
tion of a statistical approach together with the exa.mpl.Ts. Bauer virtually ignores 
lh; first method and misuses the second. 

How then mighi snr;: test the hypothesis of the pervasiveness of vicious circles’? 
PresumabIy it claimis that various factors reinforce each other so that, on the 

-ik’e at-r’ rcfm-in,? to cmpiri& grncral jsations here ra.ther than theoretical dccu~tions. 
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whole, the standard-of-living of the poor, or poor countries, tends :o grow more 
EloWly than that of the rich. This implies that the dispxsion of incomes or \vealth 
in a country and across countries ten& to increase or, crudely, the ‘gap’ tend:, 
to widen. It should be emphnsised that the widening gap is not the same thing as 
vicious circles. The former could exist as an empirical phenomenon without the 
latter being an important explanation. Alternatively, the tendency produced by 
the phenomenon of vicious circles may be real but be offset by countervailing 
tendencies. It is a fair test of the dominance of vicious circles, however, to ask 
whether indices of cross-country dispersion of incomes have been increasing. The 
vicious circle theory is not sufficiently specific for us to iden!ify theprecise measure 
of dispersion which should be usi’d. The data on the in.ternational distribution 
of income are discussed in detail below when we consider the empirical existence, 
or non-existence, of ‘the widening gap’. Anticipating our conclusions, we can say 
that, at the level of cross-country comparisons of aggregate incomes, the various 
measures all point in the same direction - that there has been little cllange,3 in the 
international distribution of relative income in the last two decades. It appears, 
therefore, that the vicious circle is not a dominant force at this level for this 
period. 

On a theoretical level the words ‘vicious circle’ have been used diffcrentl!, by 
different writers and, at times, differently by the same writer. For example, 
sometimes it appears that the concept of {table equilibrium (but obviousiy, for 
poor countries, at a low level) is being used,4 sometimes the non-existence of 
equilibrium and sometimes instability in a downward direction. 5 This confusion 
has by now rendered the term unhelpful in economic analysis. This does not, of 
course, imply that all the meanings given to the term, such as that of the low- 
level equilibrium trap, are useless. 

Bauer’s contribution to the discussion of vicious circles is minimal. All we are 
offered by way of testing is one or two examples of countries that have grown 
relatively rapidly and the claim that the hypothesis is thereby refuted The 
analytic criticism Bauer oEers is that the hypothesis reduces to the claim that a 
country is poor because it is poor. This seems reasonable when applied to some 
forms of the hypothesis, but an analytical discussion should have gone much 
further - for example, pursuing some of the conoep~ual issues raised in the 
previous paragraph. The conclusion, therefore, is that Bauer’s attack on the 
hypothesis of vicious circles is weak, but that the notion itself is imprecise and 

3~~s statement depends on the measure lx1 t seems justified for many that are commonly 
used, for eu;rqlc, the Gini cocEcient - see below. It should be emphasised that the statemwf 

refers to the dispersion of relatice incomes. Abso ute differences appear to 5~ k-xxing. 
]psofar ;1s aid has helped the growth of the poor countries (and lowered the rat<: for the rick 

coulltries) over the period of the data, the effect of vicious circles in the absence of aid is 
underestimated. 

“See Nurkse (1953). 
“See Myrdal (1953) for a discussion which seems to confus: the various notions. HC no‘.v 

seen,‘; to ha;,? committed himself to a definition in terms of c,umulative dowwwd motion -- 

see Myrdal(l968, p. 181151. 
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when taken as implying increasing dispersion of international incomes, un- 

supported by the evidence. 
The next suggestion that comes under criticism from Bauer is that there is an 

ever-widening ‘gap’ between rich and poor coulltries. The testing of such a claim 
involves the specification of a measure of the ‘gap’ and the availability of the data 

which the measure requires. 
Kuznets has recently presented an analysis of the ratio of income per capita 

between rich and poor countries. He shows6 that (for non-communist countries) 
the ratio of GDP per capita? in developed countries to that in less developed 
countries has increased from 10.3 in 1950-52 to 11.5 in 1965-67. Developed 
counrries zre classified as those with a GDP per capita in 1965 larger than $11,000 
togct.her with Japan, although it did not meet this criterion. The rate of growth 
per capita in developed countries was around 3 ‘;I: and that for less developed 
itround 2”,/, for the same period. There are various reservations about these 
measures one would want to make, the main one being the classification of 
Japan. I”‘t the beginning of the period Japan had a GDP per capita less than that 
of Mexico, Panama, and Ireland and similar to that of Greece and Portugal, and 
at the end of the pleriod a GDP per capita less than that of Venezuela and Libya 
and similar to that of Ireland and Argentina. * All the countries mentioned were 
classified as less developed and Japan was classified as developed. If Japan had 
been classified as less developed, the growth rates of the two groups would have 
been ;‘ery close. 9 

The international distribution of income has also been studied by Beckerman 
and Bacon. lo The!l construct measures which they feel reflect consumption and 
GDP of some countries rather better than published national statistics. They 
eumine th’e change in the international distribution of consumption per capita 
betiveen l!Y54-55 and 1962-63. Their measure of inequality is the Gini. coefficient 

%er: KJlzlxts (1972, pp. 40-41). 
-GNP is preferable to GDP (gross domestic product) as a measure of the income of a 

country far otir purposes. The latter rigure refers to thle product within the geographical 
boxndacd of a country w,hereas the former refers to the product of factors owned by nationals 
of 1h.e country. GDP is more easily available for large groups of countries and this is rhe reason 
it MS used ‘by most of the authors quoted. It is unlikely that the above statements would be 
significantly sltered by the use of GN P. One might argue that a measure of the product of 
factor< domL>tically situated nlzd owned would be a better indicator of development than cithcr 
GNP i)h GDP. 

‘i-or the beginning of the period, see U.N. Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics (1962, 
pp. 311-317) column for 1953. Fclr the end of the period, see U.N. Yearbook of National 
?~c~;‘3unts Statistics (1969, vol. II, table lB, pp. 9-14) column for 1965. GDP’s per capita in 
C.S. dol’ars v;ere not available from this source for 1951 (Kuznets first >,ear) and the 1953 
iigurc% for Ljbya, Venezuela 2.r.d Argentina are not given. 

‘See t nble 1.5 in Kuznets (1972), where one example of the effect of the exclusion of Japan 
from developed countries is to reduce an aggregate measure of rate of growth of income per 
capira From 3.57:; over the period to 2.86% p.a. A complete recalculation of Kuznets’ 
ststi$tic, given the information he provides, would not be easy. 

‘r’Heckcrrnan and Bacon (1970, pp. 56-74). Thr: only comm unist countries included were 
Pot3rtCd and Yugoslavia. 
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which they found decreased from 0.5i’O in 1954-55 to Cl.567 in 1962-63 - a 
change which they, reasonably, judge to be insign ficant. The C-ini cocfficlent 
does have the property that a doubling of everyone’s income leaves it unaltered 
so that it meets Bauer’s request to examine relative incomes:. p 

Streissler has recently 1 ’ used a statistic different from that of Beckerman and 
Bacon to measure dispersion - the variance’ 3 of t:le logarithm of per capita 
GDP. He finds little change from 1953 to 1969. 

The recent growth of real GDP per capita of the less developed countrie; is 
summarised in the table (see end of paper). The grou th rates should be compared 
with per capitr! aggregates for developed cour,tries of2.6 per cent p.a., 1950.-52 - 
1960-62, and 4.0 per cent p.a., 1960-70.14 The table illustrates that there is a 
wide diversity in the recent growth experience of developing countries and, 
therefore, that examples should be selected cautiously. In this case, an ot.erall 
statistical approach is both possible (see the studies mentioned) and necessilry 
for the building of a broad picture. 

The conclusions from these data would appear to be thn.t over the last twenty 
years the dispersion of the international distribution of income (measured in 
terms of the Gini coefficient or the variance of logarithms) has hardly changed. 
On the other hand, if we split into two groups, developed and less developed, we 
find that the countries in the former have grown (in per c:kpita terms’ 5, a little 
fzter. This is not contradictory since the diFfereuce in growlh rates is rairly small, 
dispersion inside the two groups may have increased and, as ::lrc:~dy noted. the 
classification of Japan as developed for the relevant period is debatable and has 
a significa.lt effect on the comparison. In my view, the overall :nc:1:;;1rc of 
dispersion is preferable to a simple comparison of the bchaviour of two >#ub- 
groups for the question at hand. The split into two sub-groups is bound to be 
somewhat arbitrary and movements itwide the sub-groups are obscured. 
Naturally, the overall measure should be supplimented ,,vith the examination of 
examples. 

It seems, then, that the data do not lenll: strong support to the notion of a 
widening gap. Bauer’s discussi1.m of these data, however, hss added likrle con- 
structive to the ar.alysis of the ‘widening gap’. He has offered a few e:~nmples :>f 
rapid growth and complained that previous analyses have not been in terms of 
ratios of income per head when the data Car such an nppronch were r8sndi$ 
available. ” One is prepared to share his caution over t11c accurac>. of 11~ dat& 
but: at present they are all we have. In measuring the ahove changes WC do not 

“Various indices of inequality, including the Gini coefficicn,:, are disctlsscd :~nd -‘w~~:xII-L:~ 
in f\tliinson (1970, pp. W-263). 

12Seminar paper at Oxford (Spring, 1973). The communist countries were excluded. 
13This statistic also has the property that it is unchanged if all incomes arc, e.g.. d@ubled. 
lSSeeKuznets (1972) and U.?4. Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics (1971). 
’ 5Total GDP in less developed countric: , 5;ts grown faster ::han in the dcvcloped but t;lis 

has been offset by higher population growth - see Kuznets (I 972.1~. 101. 
16u N Statistical Year Bo&, for example, has hew publisqed since 134-S and K;I~II~‘[~’ 

detailch discussion Gf historical statistics M&TIZ c,corzornirgrc;,~‘~/. \\ a’< pLlblishcd in 1 ‘J(~fi. 
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require that biases are absent but that they are constant. Further, Bauer himself 
is prepared to use these data for his occasional examples. 

The daty on national incomes are much better after the Second World War 
and the above discussion, therefore, concentmted on this period. Some of those 
Bauer criticises were, however, referring to much longer periods. I7 Kuznets 
(1972, p. ‘19) suggests ‘A reasonabile conjecture is that, In comparison with the 
quintupling of the per capita product of developed countries over the last 
century, the per capita product of the ‘poor’ LDC’s rose two-thirds at most: 
and t.hat this relation would hold roughly, even if we were to measure the 
century beck from 1965 (rather t;lan froIL; the m&1950’s)‘. Even though the 
data are poor, the indications are that the statistical measures discussed above 
would show big increases between the 1850’s and 19SO’s. It must be admitted 
that the authors cited by Bauer * 8 were vague but it is rather unfair to pick a few 
observations from a period after the one they were discussing. 

it shouid be noted that all three studies quoted above have bczn in terms of 
ratios of income per head, as Bauer would want. If the ‘gap’ in relative incomes 
has remained constant, that in absolute incomes has increased. It is currently 
fashionable to use Indices that indicate dispersion in relative incomes - in other 
words, if we double everyone’s income the index of inequality remains un- 
changed. ’ 9 Suppose, for example, we have a community of two men, A with 
one unit and B with a 100 units. If we give A one unit and B 100 units, then the 
above inequality measures remain unchanged. Some would want to say in- 
equality has increased. Bauer offers examples, which have some appeal (p. 51), 
that suggest that relative income levels Q.*e the appropriate arguments for the 
indices. ‘T’he issue is much more open than Bauer grants - it is an ethical ques- 
tion and there is no monopol> on thie truth. 

I share Bauer’s concern, however, with the level of aggregation involved in the 
split into two big sub-groups -- developed and less developed. IIe complains that 
the stow growth of some poor countries masks the rapid growth of others when 
we aggregate. Others might put the emphasis t.he other way. They would be con- 
cerned that the statement that the gap has not widened might mask the fact that 
some poor countries have been growing very slowly. We return to this point and 
to the relevance of the precise magnitude of the ‘gap’ when we discuss aid. 

In analysing Bauer’s views on central planning we should be clear that his 
attack does not involve a demand for total inactivity on the part of the govern- 
;r.ent. He clutlines (pp. 90-91) the following governmental tasks: management 
of e>&ternal affairs, maintenance of law and order, monetary and fiscal policy, 
‘prornotic,n of a suitable framework for the activities of individuals, basic health 
and edchcation services, basic communications and agricultural extension work’. 

1 -~il~rchl l1956), which Rauer . cr;ti&eG: in (1971, pp. 452-453), cites H. Singer (1949) wl~o 
nas ::ie:rrly rcfcrrirlg to the first tift:J year:: of this century. 

T *!icc preb%NJs footnote. 
’ “SW A?kincon (1970). 
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He claims that, ‘This list of tasks largely exhausts the potentialities of state action 
in the promotion of general living standards’. Bauer believes that activities which 
are not seen as profitable by groups or individuals within the framework he 
describes should not be undertaken since it is unlikely that they will be worth- 
while. These views, summarised in 2 above, are based on a generalised mistrust 
of bureaucracies as against individcals operating directly in their own interests, 
and the results of economic theory concerning the way in which competit’ive 
markets allocate resources. 

Bauer has pointed to some of the pro )lems of planning and government inter- 
vention in a clear and incisive way. He fails, however, to give an aciequate 
account of the problems of market power and seems unaware, or ddloerately 
ignorant, of those results in economic theorqr which clarify the- (numerous) 
circumstances ir, which the market can be inefficient. Our discussion of Bauer’s 
restricted \ievl of appropriate areas for government activity, wh.ilst accepting 
some of Bauer’s points about bureaucracies and governmen+ powtip, is intended 
to redress the balance by pointing to the problems of the market. This discussion 
is introduced with an example of a valuable government-sponsored project 
which would not have been pursued by private enterprise. This is not intended, 
by itself, as a destruction of Bauer’s argument but as an indication of the isstrcs 
that are involved in an analysis of the appropriate degree of government inter- 
vention. Many of the points raised by the example are general. Bauer’s contribu- 
tion can then be put into perspective. 

In 1961, a Special Crops Development Authority was established in K.enya 
to encourage the development of tea on peasant small-holdings. In 1964, this 
became the Kenya Tea Development Authority (KTDA). Previously tea in 
Kenya (and most of the world) had been entirely an estate crop. The oper#ation 
involved careful organisation by the KTDA. Education in tea culture for the 
farmers, establishment of special factories, and loan and credit facilities were al1 
necessary in a carefully integrated exercise. The whole operation was very 
successful and in its first decade 60,000 acres of small-holder tea were established. 
Standards were high and the rea produced on small-holdings obtained good 
prices in London. 

It is very unlikely that this operation would have occurr,zd without aid and 
government intervention. Private tea factories did not have confidence in the 
skill of peasant growers in the absence of government backing and training. The 
factories had existed i;l Kenya since before the Second World War without there 
being any important approach to peasant growers. The growers themselves 
would have suspected factories of exploiting them if government supervision 
had been lacking. Indeed, as sole buyer (phzked tea must be processed within 
a few hours) the 10~21 factory would have been in a very powerful position. 2 * 1 

201n Java the factory-peasant suspicion and hostility was an important wLson for the failun: 
ofa ten scheme; see McWilliam (1957). 

C 
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The private capital market would not have given loans to growers to keep up 
their consumption levels during the long gestation period. The organisational 
costs of arranging and supervising e.ach loan would have been unprofitable. 
These costs were much less for the government as it was already organising the 
sale of the produce and looking after accounts of each grower. 

The advantage of small-holdings over estates in this case was that tea benefits 
from careful, attentive husbandry. With good farmers this was more likely Ito be 
forthcoming from the small-holder organising the labour himself, with greater 
flexibility, lower cost and greater concentration. There are possible offsetting 
disadvantages, of course; but in this case the structure was such that a successful 
combi:?ation of small-scale (individual t”ea gardens) and large-scale (collection, 
processlgg and sale) was obtained. The project was a good one without counting 
any spin-off effects but doubtless Bauer would approve of the stimulus to 
entrepreneurship promoted by the successful introduction of a new cash crop. 

This is just one example of a situation in which there was a profitable oppor- 
tunity which was unlikely to be taken by private enterprise, for the reasons 
outlined, but was suitable for government action. The precise combination of 
ingredients in the example may not be repeated elsewhere but there are individual 
elements which are common and by themselves can cause the price mechanism 
to fail to bring about the exploitation of worthwhile opportunities. It is well- 
known that the existence of incrleasing returns to scale in production is incom- 
patible with perfect competition, and that there is no special reason to expect the 
private cllternatives to perfect competit:on to lead to beneficial outcomes. Loan 
markets are oftcb? imperfect or non-t!xiFtent if borrower and lender take a 
diirerent view of the likely risk of a project. Transaction costs of arranging 
loans and projects will often be cheaper for the government than private enter- 
prise. De% collection may be easier for governments. Risk-pooling can be 
achieved at a government level but might not be possible at a smaller scale. 
Bauer might argue that in these cases private enterprise could operate on i: large 
scale too, but we have already Fainted out that there are problems assoc::ited 
with the market power of these large scale private enterprises. 

There are other reasons why market prices might not reflect the opportunity 
cost of resources. ThP tax tools available to ihe government may be limited so 
that it may have to impose commodity taxes. Prices of goods wiil not necessari!y 
reflect opportunity costs if the inputs tc those gocds are irappropriately priced 
owin,g, for example: to monopoly, market failure or taxes. There may be signifi- 
cant. externalities from the use of inputs and outputs which are such that an 
appropriate corrective tax or subsidy is vsry difficult to implement. 

Another important problem with a Itotal reliance on the price mechanism is 
~ha.t a distribution of income might br: generated which the government finds 
undesirable but whict:! it c::n charlge only at some ;ost of resources. Thus, the 
COW four government ii: terzVention will dcnend, in part, on its objectives 2s regards 

L’ distribution. If z; government &taches a high priority to raising the 
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incomes of the poorest section of the community,21 and the price mechanism 
leads to little or no grow& in these incomes, then government intervention may 
be seen as desirable. There may also be objectives distinct from the size of national 
income and its distribution. For example, a desire for collective decision-making 
will have consequences for views on decentralization through the price mechan- 
ism. These alternative objectives are perfectly legitimate, have implications for 
government intervention and are ignored by Bauer. 

The example of the tea scheme and the worries about the price mechanism are 
offered to show tinat there are serious objections to Bauer’s request to leave 
everything outside his list to private enterprise. There are, naturally, problems 
associated with. comprehensive planning, some of which Bauer mentions and 
which have been described a’bove. Some of his objections are invalid, however. 
For example, he suggests (p. 86), ‘C]omprehensi*de planning implies further that 
puch of output is unrelated to consumer demand and, therefore, to living 
standards’. There is nothing inherent in planning that implies this claim 1s true. 
Indeed, if used to help overcome some of the difficulties of the price mechanism 
it can make output nlore responsive to consumer demands. Whether or not 
planning and government intervention actually will produce improvemems when 
the market is defective is a matter of judgement and analysis in any situation. 

Another problem with Bauer’s claim that planning produces output unrelated 
to consumer demand is his insistence (e.g., pp. 69-95) on the importance of 
personal attitudes and aptitudes in determining material progress. If attitudes 
and preferences change during the devc’lopment process, it is problema tic which 
set of att:tudes one should take as definfng consumer demand.” 

A similar problem is concerned with the preferences of future generatiors. 
One can argue that individual saving decisions take insufficient account of future 
generations and that the government should feel a duty to consider the demands 
of future generations. SenZ3 has shown that the answer to this philosophical 
question depends, inter alia, on the individual’s relative valuation of his OW:P 
consumption, that of his heirs, his contemporaries and their heirs, a3 well as his 
assumptions on the distribution of the benefits of his saving between his own heirs 
and those of his contemporaries. Further, the relative valuations of consumption 
now and consumption of heirs depend on an estimate of the rate of growth of’ 
consumption, which may well be a difficult decision for an individnil. The whole 

question of the appropriate rate of saving is a tricky one and it is certainly not 
obvious that preferences as reflected in free markets have an ~~vcrwhelmirlf 
priority. 

The appropriate ii-&ion of the economy into public and private sectors is a 
subtle and complex issue as is the desirable degree of intervention in markets. 
There are a f:w general statements one might want to make. however. For 

*‘See the essay ty Bhagwati and Pant in J. Bhagwati (I ‘X’..). 
22]For exzmplc, lndividllals may be resistant to a certair form of ~di~caliOri but cx post be 

rctther pleased that :hey bvere educated thaL way. 
*?5eeSen(1967). 
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example, the insurance markets and capi al markets may be particularly suited 
to government intervention (see the a:)ove commlents on the tea scheme). 
Weitzman’ 4 has recently offered a discusion of the situations when the price 
mechanism is preferable to fixed quotas al;d vice-versa. Further, one :should not 
minimise the political and social problems of changing the degree of government 

intervention. One may have to attack considerable vested interests or take great 
care with the types of interest one is creating. This is not the place to pursue such 
an analysis. The intention is merely to point out tha.t analysis of these questions 
is possible, that it is not usually easy and that answers will depend on particular 
situations. Bauer offers a one-sided and facile account of an important problem. 
It is no excuse that those he criticises offer arguments that are equally faci,le and 
one-sided. 

Bauer’s attacks on Marxist wJiters on development will not be analysed in 
detail here. There is one of Bauer’s claims, however, which is difficult to ignore, 
is central to his argument and is given insufficieJ:t justification. Bauer states 
(p. 169), ‘When such (dividend and interest) payments occur they represent 
returns on resources supplied from abroad, and not payments extracted from the 
local population’. The generality of this claim cannot be sustained. 

Let us take the case r>f a foreign company extracting minerals. The profits of 
the mining companies can be regarded partly as a rent resulting from the right 
to exploit the resource and partllr as a payment for the capital services required 
to obtain the minerals. If we regard, as seems reasonable, the natural resource as 
belonging to the e3untry in which it is found, then the rent element of the profits 
should go to the country. 

The calculation of the rent element is complicated. The most a mining company 
beginning exploration on a piece of land would be prepared to pay for that land 
is the expected profit from its activities (discounted over the future) less the 
expected pr0fi.t it could have obtained from use of its resources elsewhere (for 
exa,mple, investing its capital in some fixed interest market).25 The calculatiovl 
of expected profit from its activities should include the possibility that no or few 
minerals will be fo,und on the land, and the possibility of future expropriation. 
Let us call the most the company would pay, as defined above, the value of the 
land. This value is the worth of the right to exploit the resource z.nd, on our 
def,nitio;l of the appropriate rent, this value should be equal to the discou7:ed 
sum of the rents. 

Putting the argument another wa!,, we can say that Bauer, in order to justify 
his claim that profits are the return to resources supplied, would have to show 

“!117 Economics Department Working Paper no. 106. His result is that, in an uncertain 
ait;nrrtx~, the price mechanism may be an inappropriate tool where marginal costs ar : (nearly) 
ccm~t~snb snd mxginal benefits vary sharply with output. A small error in marginal cost may 
“xd trr ;t f-,ie change in the quantity decision (if the rule i!. price equals marginal cost) with, 
g?o~ ~b.1::. da&aging e%xts on !xnefits. 

'11 c zre s;;~~naing the firm is risk-ncurml and WC are, for exporitional purposes, subtracting 
c*%! .x?d prrdit clxxhere rather thx-~ netting out capital co;ts from thr tomb :trearl;. 
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that the firm has paid (or is paying) through the purchase price of the land (or 
rents and profits taxes) the value of the land as defined above. This exercise would 
invohve a considerable amount of work and presumably the answer woul(.1 vary 
from case to case. Bauer does not offer any evidence,26 a& in tha: absence of 
this there is no special reason to believe that ,the examples where the proper price 
(or too high a price) for the land was paid outnumber those where the land, or 
development rights, were acquired at a price that was nominal or too iow. 
Indeed, there is reason to suppose many prices were too low; for example, in 
cases where the rights to exploit the minerals were granted by colonial govern- 
ments, or acquired by corrupt practices (e.g., bribing of officials) or where 
offered prices for the rights were suppressed by monopoly practices of groups of 
companies. 

Many of the less developed countries have realised that they have genuine 
claims against the assets of some foreign companies for this reason, and are now 
reaping the fruits of the exercise of these claims. 

Bauer himself has his own broad generalisation - that the energy and initiative 
of groups and individuals, channelled through the market mechanism, aYe the 
most important determinants of material progress. It is very difficult to examine 
this proposition. Examples of rapid output gro-wth under strict planning, such as 
the U.S.S.R. after 1917, would not constitute a sufficient counter-argument since 
Bauer could legitimately claim that the growth in consumption was much slower 
t.han that of output and it is hard to tell what would have happened in the absence 
of planning. Further, the production of a few counter-examples would be to 
use Bauer’s own mode of argument which we have just criticised. The main 
dificulty, however, would be in deriving a definition of initiative -;vhich did not 
automatically give results which supported Rauer’s thesis. The reason is that 
most practical measures of initiative would be based on success of some kind, 
while we are concerned with the proposition that initiative brings suc’ccss. 
Whether or not such a claim is, in principle, testable, Bauer himself does not offer 
proper justification. It is an example of the ciifference between the standards he 
rLpplies to his own arguments and those he would like to apply to others. 

4. The arguments for aid 

The main argument for aid2 7 is as a trarljtcr from the better-off to the \vorx- 

OK which is of suflkient benefit to the latter to justirjl the cost to the former. In 
order to use this argument we must outline the moral principles c;n \vl:ich the 

“‘The o 11y historical c&xl:ition of this kind of’ uhich I ;‘n~ aw;:r~’ is t!lat of F~~anl;ci ( 19tj7) 
in his discussion of the South African gold mining industr)!. He fwnd similar rates of rc~urn 113 
other com;xxrable arcas of international investment but I h,zsc were higher than for t-1.E;. 
equities. 

2 ‘The term ‘aid’ is taken here to mean (non-military) grants from ofkial ‘&lcs and I‘IUIII 
charities. ‘rjoft’ loans can be converted to grant-equi\;slcnts and inciudcd in :‘,, ; .a1 h!, :)u1.1,- 
tracting from the initial sum the net flow of intcwst and Amos tizatio:~ p:~!mcnts tli~c~un~cd :I{ 
!hc nI:iricct Me of Inletcst. 
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claim is made, and which clarify the notion of ‘sufficient’,2* and show that the 
conditions for the argument are, or can be, satisfied by aid. 

We first show that the aid can be a transfer from the better-off to the worse-off. 
The difference in incomes between. some developed and less developed countries 
is hu,ge. For example, the GNP per capita in India and Indonesia in US. dollars 
in 1969 was 86 and 81, respectively. These figures can be oompared with 1969 
levels in the U.K. and U.S.A. of 1823 and 4139 dollars, respectively. The growth 
rates of GNP per capita in the first two countries from 1960-1970 were less than 
: %, whereas t.hose for the U.K. and U.S.A. were 2.2% and 3.0%.2g 

It is these facts which should have more direct impact on the arguments for aid 
than aggregate measures of ‘the galp’, and which indicate that the case for aid to 
these countries is growing stronger whether or not some measure of the disper- 
sion in world incomes has increased. The difference in incomes is sufficiently 
large that errors in the measureme,nt of GNP are unlikely to be relevant to the 
general pi&m-e. 3o Ba.uer,although understandably scepticalaboutnationalincome 
statistics, would sur:ly agree that the U.S.A. is much richer than India. 

The magnitude of the difference implies that a relatively small sacrifice to a 
rich country constitutes a relatively large addition to the income of a poor 
country. If we give I % of our GNP to a country with the same population and 
I QO of our income then their income is increased by 207;. If, for example, half 
of this increase is devoted to investment this might be a doubling of their invest- 
ment programme. The case for a transfer from the rich in r.ich countries to the 
poor in poor countries is even stronger than is suggested by average figures 
since the difference in their income levels is, of course, much larger than the 
difference between the average incomes. Through official and progressive tax 
systems in rich countries and careful allocation in poor countries, such transfers 
are possible, as they are through voluntary aid organisations. When announcing 
in 1973 the World Bank’s rc-orientation of priorities towards alleviating rural 
poverty, McNamara(1973, p. 13) said, “Within the rural areas thepoverty problem 
revolves ,primarily around the low productivity of the millions of small subsis- 
tence farms. The truth is that, despite all the growth of the GNP, the increase in 
the productivity of ,these small family farms in the last decade has been so small 
as to be virtually imperceptible’. It is suggestccl that this statement is relevant for 
a laige propcition (up to 40 7,;) of the population of many poor countries. 

‘“Some might wish ‘o be explicit that the aid be used for investment rather than consump- 
tion purpose5 or that tile possibility of graft is minimal. I have no wish to be dogmatic on the 
former point, and if t.‘le potential benefit is iarge, one might be prepared to accept a small 
probability of graft if this were unavoidable. Roth issues can be wbsumed under ‘sufhcicnt 
benefit’. 

29The U.E. Statistical Yearbook (1972, tables 185 and 187). 
3”Bauer (PP. 57-58) leans heavily on Usher (1968) for support of his view that current GDP 

compxxwts hz-,e littlc meaning. However, Usher’s recalculations for U.K. and Thaitand, 
uhiic n3rroMlng the gap considerably, still leave large income differences (over 3 : 1 in 1963). 
Furtl-wr, Kuzncts (1966, p. 37.5 and Table 7.3) had previously pzrformcd red&ions of the 
'I_'ihcr t>pe 2.r. 14 cu::ec\tcd ‘p. 36h), for c.rample, that the lorrv~s~ rcasonnhlc~ estimate of the ratio 
of U.S.A. to Xsixn product per .zrita in 1958 was 8.7 : I. 
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The existent r3 0’ a progressive tax s;Istem in ma,n!r developed countries, to- 
(gether with the incl easmg concern of aid agencies towards the problems of the 
poor in poor count: ies and the massive difference in the average incomes of some 
rich and poor countries is surely sufficient evidence to show that aid can be, and 
much is, a transfer from the wealthy to the very poor. 

TO show that aid can be beneficial we could produce a long list of valuable 
projects from the experience of private aid agencies such as Oxfam or public 
bodies such as the World Bank which would follow on from the example of the 
tea scheme described earlier, and which would not have taken place without aid. 
We offer just five examples of r,uccessful aid projects to add to the Kenyan tea 
project already mentioned. The first is the Vuwulane sugar scheme in Swaziland. 
The U.K. government Commonwealth Development. Corporation financed the 
irrigation of land which was let on long leases to Swazi farmers. The farmers 
devote most of their land to sugar which is processed in a nearb;; mill. There is 
great enthusiasm amongst growers for the crop and it has been n real encourage- 
ment to peasant cash crops in Swaziland. 3 1 Both Hirschman and King3 2 in their 
recent books on World Bank financed projects point to ‘ihe El Salvador Lenga 
River I-lydroelectric Scheme and the Chao Phya River Irrigation Scheme in 
Thailand as successful projects. On a much smaller scale, but still of importance, 
are the activities of voluntary developrrent and relief organisatic,ns such as 
Oxfam. Just two examples of Oxfam prc ,jects are offered here. A great many 
more are possible. In Khadigrnm, Bihai Oxfam funded a centre for agricul- 
tural extension which instructs farmers in the use of fortilisers, better culti- 
vation methods and newer vari:ties of crops. Oxfam granted finance for the 
equipment of a machine shop for the technical training of poor boys in Don 
Bosco School, Liluah, Calcutta.3 3 

The agencies involved in the examples range from a single government 
organisation (U.K. government C.D.C.) to the World Bank and a charity, 
Oxfam. The countries involved, from El Salvador to India. The iist could, of 
course, be extended. These examples cannot prore that success can be guaranteed. 
They are offered to suggest that careful search and selection can yield projects 
with a reasonable chance of producing net benefits; and this is sufficient for the 
moral argument to stand. There is some cross-country statistical evidence [SCC 
Papanek (1973)] which also supports the view that aid is productive. This is 
discussed later when we look at Baucr’s alleged harmful effects of zid. 

We are supposing above that t!le aid resulted in a genuine increase in the inl:eyjt- 
ment budget. In other words, we are as,uming thktt the dolnest1c SU~P~_I’ of 
investihle funds was reduced by less than the aid. For example, ono s;ould guess 
that the post-war growth of Israel and Taiwan was greater than it would h:lvC 

been with less aid. Mason, in $is comparison of the experiences of India ::nd 
Pakistan, suggested that Pakistan’s higher level of aid per capita made indw!rial 

SIThis prq,:ct was visited by the author in 1974. 
3 214 irschman (1967). King (I967 ). 
3 3 1,‘0r further details, se’: Gill (1970 ). 
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development substantially easier than in India.34 A positive relation between 
investment and aid for all countri,es is not scTething that one c.an prove, and 
again we have to make a judgement based onevidence. Wereturnto such empirical 
studies later but it is hard to avoid being suspicious of arguments of the kind 
‘more from outside means less altogether’. Further, for the moral argument we are 
using we need not insi:. t that aid is invested. 

There is a reasonable hope that, as methods of project identification and 
management improve and the lessons of previous projects are digested, aid 
will increase i:r effectiveness over time. One must avoid blind faith in the onward 
marsh of reason and doubtlessly mistakes will continue and relapses occur, but 
over the last decade techniques have improved3’ and ex-post analyses of aid- 
financed projects carried out. 3 6 

We deal with some of the alleged deleterious effects of aid when we discuss 
Bauer’s arguments specifically. We have suggested, then, that with careful 
allocation, aid can be beneficial to poor countries. This means that project-aid 
or aid with appropriate strings attached may often be desirable. There are 
political limits, however, to the extent to which outside bodies can dictate the 
way :n which aid is spent and we should not forget that recipient countries 
thenlselves will often be the best jud,ges of their own interests. 

A small sacrifice on the part of rick countries can, therefore, produce a prob- 
ability of benefits to the poor yieldin,g an expected benefit sufficiently large to 
provide a moral justification for many prospective donors. In practice, it should 
not be too difficult to provide evidence on both empirical parts of this statement, 
in other words, to determine the relative wealth of donors and benefciaries and to 
examine the effectiveness of possible uses of the aid. 

For many this would constitute sufficient evidence to justify the sacrifice. There 
are various moral positions from which such a conclusion could be drawn; for 
example, the utilitarian, a preference for equality per se, or Rawls’ 37 notion of 
justice, It may simply be a desire to help others3’ which is not necessarily 
articulated in terms of any particular system of ethics. This is not the place for a 
len#hy discussion of this conclusiion or the mcral positions, The conclusion, 
however, is one that many would accept. 

There arc other arguments for aid, which run in terms of the self-interest of the 
rich countries, which have somewhat less importance, in my view, but which 
might seem more attractive to others. For example, one could argue that aid 
helps stimulate other poorer economies and that, in the Isng run, healthy 

3’MaSon (196t, D. 64). Brecher and hbbas (1972, p. 163) state that, ‘Expansion of Pakistan 
industry and of the economy as a whole, wou!d have been severely restricted and retarded by a 
forced heavier reliance on domestic resources’. 

“On appraisal useful manuals of social cost-benefit analysis have already been published 
by the QECD Development Centri and UNIDO. Similar manuals are in preparation at the 
!t’orM Hank and the British ODA. 

“ f4ir;chman (19ft7) and King(1.967). 
‘-R5~.tk;(lw~. 
‘Or 10 ‘Iclk> thcrr help themsclvcs. 
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trading partners are important as markets both for the purchase of our inputs 
and the sale of our outputs. Alternatively, and rather less attractive as II moral 
position, one might argue that recipient countries will look more favourably on 
the in;erests of major donors thhii zc thvse developed countries which give little. 
Detailed theoretical and empirical justification is needed for the assumptions 
underlying these arguments. 

Having stated the case for aid we are in a position to evaluate the importance 
of Bauer’s arguments. Bauer claims that aid leads to the transfer of inappropriate 
institutions and attitudes from donor countries or to misguided policies in 

general. There is nothing inherent in aid per se that implies that the recipient 
country builds foreign-style universities, indulges in comprehensive planning, 
totally ignores balance-of-payments constraints or pursues any other policy 
which Bauer regards as unattractive. 

Indeed, aid has recently come under criticism from the far L.eft3!’ on the 
grounds that it leads to pressure for laissez-faire, rigid monetary control and 
lower taxes on capitalists; in other words, policies some of which Bauer would 
advocate. It is clear that the claims of both sides c;mnot be right, either as 
generalisations or in a particular case. Neither side gives convincing arguments 
that the pressure will usually be, or has usually been, in the direction it describl:s. 
In the absence of a demonstration that aid must lead to pressure for damaging 
policies, the discussion of aid should lead away from attacks on aid itself and 
towards an examination of the types of aid that are desirable. 

Bauer’s contention that aid may reduce thriftiness or is more lik:‘y to be 
squandered than domestic savings is not supported by empirical analysis. BLuei 
himself offers no such analysis, but the subject of saving in developing countries 
has recently been surveyed by Mikesell and Zinser.40 They report that there is a 
negative correlation between capital inflows and domestic saving rate across 
countries. This, of course, does not imply that countries sav: less (out of total 
new resources-domestic production plus capital inflow) wher: they receive extra 
capital from outside. If total saving increases, but by 18ess than the total. inflow, 
then some of the extra has been saved and some consumed even though dmesiic 
saving (i.e., output less consumption) decreases.41 Thl:re is the possibility that 
more aid is allocated to poorer countries and that thos: are the countries which 

“‘Haqier (1971). 
“Mikesell and Zinscr, (1973, pp. 1-111). See also Griffin (1970) and the comment:, and rcpl~ 

(1971). 
“‘To quote from Mikesell and Zinser, ‘This situation is well illustrated by the case of Psrae~ 

during the 1950’s when. as a conseqtience of very large capital inllo\vs zneasured net saving 1‘01 
the economy was slightly negative. Yet family savings surveys of i~S~a~l’s economy shokveci 
positive saving out of disposable it? ome (which inc!Llded some cap :.a~ irfow items) to bz 
nearly six per cent’ (1973, p. 15). We can put the arg:uncnt mo-c fol mall> as follo\vs. If WC 
consider the reduced form of a simultaneous equations model of an ,conomy v:ith domestic 
SzvinY as zndogenous nr:d capital inflow as cxogznous. then ;:n illi rt;:<: in cap!ial inflow 
incrciscs total savings if the coefhicient on capital inflow in the L!ornc; ris savings equation i!; 
greater than minus one. 
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save less 42 This could also explain the negative, correlation. Further, for the . 

Ipurposes of these regressions capital inflow is taken to be current foreign deficit. 
IBoth Stewart and Lipton’” have shown that this can be misleading. Low saving 
may cause a balance of payments deficit if it is insufficient to meet investment. An 
excellent survey and critique of the work relating domestic savings and foreign 
aid is contained in Lipton (1972). 

Bauer offers no evidence that aid is more likely to be squandered than 
domestic saving. Tndeed, the available evidence is to the contrary. Papanek (1973) 
finds in his cross-country analysis of growth rates that the contribution of 
foreign aid is n?re significant thhar that of domestic saving (having a higher 
coefficient). Mikesell ana Zinser (19/J) report a study by Strout with a similar 
conclusion. 

Good further discussions of savings and aid are available in the papers by 
Lipton, Mikeiseii and Zinser, and Papanek. All provide careful appraisals of 
existing literature and data in a wa;f that Bauer does not and all come to con- 
clusions opposite Bauer’s own. 

Bauer’s claim that good projects, if they really are good, can raise loans 
without aid is clearly wrong in the light of what has already been said on the 
efficiency of capital markets in Jome poor ccuntries and the possible existence of 
signals fron the price mechani:;m u hich are misleading. Further, there may be 
many projects, 2:~.!rh as the contro:i of water resources, which can be highly 
beneficial but wliose benefits are sue? that any financial return is costly or impos- 
sible to recoup directly.44 These pn,jects may find it very diifrcult to obtain loan 
support on the private capital mark ct. Further, the suggestion that a loan could 
te raised for a project if aid were not provided is irrelevant iF one accepts our 
mair, argument for aid. 

Bauer is wrong to suggest that thr: giving of aid is an acknowledgement of the 
historical responsibihty of the rich c:(:untries for the poverty of the poor since we 
have seen that the argument for aidi cloes not depend on the assertion of such a 
responsibility. On the other hand, he argues convincingly (;md in my view, 
correctly) that in many cases the poverty of the poor countries (for example, the 
mojt isokl1zd) was not caused by t31e rich, 

Bauer is similarly confused when ‘te questions poverty as a criterion for aid by 
aFkir?g \::hc thzr the expulsion of I icker members of the populrltion constitutes :~n 
argument for aid. ThF: sug‘c&on that pryverty is part of the criterion does not 

. involve the claim that it is the v;h)le Jtory and cannot be outsveighed in the 
argument hy the policie~ of t-eciri;;,lc countries, 

“*‘l-k supposition is s~pportr:d by the c.npirica’l work of Papanek (1973). Similarly high aid 
and Lx saving: may OLCU~ together with ;I nattlral disaster. 

“3Stexvart ,‘157l)and lipton(l972). 
4”Thc cosis may lx t3e distortions that would he involved in the USC of the available tax 

ctrb cturc or f-am cLr.ging a prix higher than the government .voald otherwise view as corrtxt. 
‘cat:~ral!>. OTC ~ccdq to take in:o xcount +-F appropriate vail : on public ftmds v<hert dccidtng 
‘A h&w 01’ axlt to make 3 lO,i. EfTccts on ft.11 Iire cre,lit-worthint ss may be r&van; here. 
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In fairness to Bauer, we should mention that he does not see his arguments as 
constituting a case for no aid at all, although he sometimes gives that impression. 
He sets out (p. 134) various criteria that aid should satisfy. I: should favour 
governments that ‘try to govern rather than to plan’. Preference should be given 
to governments interested in improving, for exampl:, roads and external 
contacts. Third, aid should be untied in the sense that exporters from donor 
countries are not subsidised, and bilateral (so that the1.e is proper scrutiny). In 
other words, Bauer too is in favour of, what he sees to be, ‘good’ aid. 

We are left with the conclusion that the case for aid remains very strong. Bauer 
regards his conditions for aid as conducive to material progress but we ha1.e 
seen that much of Bauer’s analysis in support of these conditions is unconvinc- 
ing. There are other criteria, however, some of which have been mentioned in the 
course of the review. This is not the place for a detailed discussion of these 
criteria, but they would come under two main headings: criteria for, first, 
project-tied aid and second, aid direct to governments. Where aid is project-tied 
the worth of the project should be carefully scrutinised, taking into account the 
relative incomes of those who receive benefits and bear cost~.~’ 

Where aid is direct to governmerits the criteria are less definite. This does not 
mean that they do not exist; for example, one might wish to avoid giving aid to 
governments that persecuted substantial sections of the population, or used it to 
buy arms for belligerent purposes, or indulged in massive prestige projects of 
dubious value. Ceteris paribus, the poorer countries should have priority. Over- 
rigidity of criteria is to be avoided, however, as there is no unambiguously best 
wzy to develop. Furtl;er, criteria developed entirely externally may be inappro- 
priate and dictation may be (understandably) resented by rec:pient countries. 

The determination of appropriate methods of allocation of aid is a problem 
that clearly interests Bauer, and is one that requires more work. Further, hiS: OWE 

experience with developing countries makes him -well qualified to participate in 
this work. It is to be hoped, therefore, that Bauer will turn his energies towards 
these more positive aspects of the discussion of aid and away from creating the 
impression that aid, per se, is bad. 

5. b%dudirng remarks 

Di.went on dcwelnprwnt is not a valuable contribution to t!le study of devclop- 
ment. Some of the positions Bnuer himself takes are sustainable, other:? nre 
difficutt to justify, bitt in most cases his analysis in support of them is superficial. 
Many of the statements and arguments that Bnuer attacks are weak but, 
unfortunately, he usually makes a poor job of their destruction. The awlytic 
failings of Bauer’s of!ering are all the more regrettable since some of his c:lrl:i 
work, an Wcjt African Trade, for e’::lmple, is of lasting value. 

4”Some of the availabie techniques were rneqtioned in footnote 35. 
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Rcccnt 
Table 1 

growl h of selected developing countrie:,; average rates of grolvth of real GDF, popula- 
tion and. real GDP per capita in pe: cent p.a.* 

---___- 

- - ----~- 

Six largest countries 

lndia 
Indonesia 
Pakistan (incl. 

Banglad.,sh) 
Br, tzil 
Ni seria 
Msxico 

--I_ 

1950-52 to :.957-59 1960-70 

Gross GDP Gross GDP 
Domestic Popula- per Domestic Popula- per 
Product tion Head Product tion Head 

3.3 1.9 1.3 4.0 2.5 1.4 
n.a. 2.1 n.a. 3.2 2.6 0.6 

2.5 2.3 0.2 5.5 2.2 3.2 
4; 5 

?7 
3.3 2.1 6.1 3.2 2.8 
1.9 1.7 2.9 2.5 0.4 

6.1 3.2 2.9 7.2 3.5 3.6 

Four, fixtest growing countries’ 

1950 -52 to 1957-159 
Jamaica 10.1 1.6 8.4 
lraq 10.6 2.9 1.5 
lsrae? LO.1 4.6 5.3 
Venezuela 8.4 4.1 4.2 

1960-70 
L,tbya 
Hong Kong 
S. Korea 
Saudi Arabia 

19.5 3.7 15.2 
12.9 3.0 9.7 
10.7 2.6 7.9 
9.8 2.6 7.0 

Four shcst growitt:g countriesb 

1950-52 to 1957-59 
Bolivia -1.1 
Morocco 1.4 
Haiti 1.5 
Pakistan 2.5 

1.4 -2.4 
2.7 -1.3 
::: -07 

0:; 

:960-70 

Chad’ - 1.8 2.2 -3.9 
Haiti 0.6 2.0 - 1.4 
Senegal’ 1.2 2.4 -1.2 
Guinea’ 2.1 2.5 -0.4 

‘Tnc~ figures are taken from a table prepared by M. Dowley i‘or lectures by I.M.D. Little in 
&ford University, 1973. I am very grateful to Professor Little for making these statistics 
a:z!lsb!<. 

‘Countries with popu!ation less than 1 million are excluded from this section of the table. 
‘Not shown separatnly in 1950-52 to 1957-59. 

.T ~c.c’j: OECD Development Centre - hational accounts of less developed countries 1950-66 
and 1959-68. 
L.h. Xational accountsstatistics, 197Cand 1971, vc;. 111. 
U.?Q. fmplcmcntation of the intcrnat,onal devclopme;Lt strategy. 
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